Investigative Data Solutions
at Your Fingertips.
Voted #1 online investigative database.

We have the data.

Our powerful data will help you get to the truth in seconds.

Tracers’ new data fusion technology provides lightning-fast reports, improved data analytics, and smart search
collections and debt recovery, fraud detection, and compliance.

Solve cases faster—and at a lower cost.

Private investigators need critical information in order to solve cases, and they’ve voted Tracers as their premier data
provider. We combine public-information records with self-reported data sets to give you access to people, address and
telephone histories, vehicles, businesses, assets, liens, judgments, bankruptcies, evictions, licenses, associates, and so

There’s no hiding from Tracers!
most up-to-date residential and business addresses, telephone numbers, email and IP addresses, comprehensive motor
support that our clients expect and rely on.

Instantly connect with the data you need:
•

• Licenses

• State Driving Records

• Robust People Searches

• Asset Searches

• Debt, Eviction, and Foreclosure Reports

• Criminal Records

• Reverse Phone Directory

• Court Records

• Vehicle Registrations

• Comprehensive Business Searches
•

Search. Verify. Locate.

tracersinfo.com

We invite you to become a valued
member of our investigative community.
Give Tracers a try—on us!

Call us today: (855) 849-6649
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Why Tracers?
We’re the leading aggregator of consumer and public records data.
of independent data sources to deliver the most accurate and up-to-date information.

information from multiple searches, helping you uncover links between people, businesses, assets, and locations.

Online access – anywhere, anytime.

Our web-based investigative application is easily accessed through a standard Internet browser. That means you can quickly
and accurately locate people and gain essential information about them – whenever you need to.

Advanced search logic for instant results.

Our advanced search logic sorts through billions of records at lightning speed to bring you instantaneous information about
hours or days to compile.

Optimized investigations.

Tracers provides instant access to a comprehensive database of public records that would typically take hours or days to
link. This powerful tool helps you investigate subjects and businesses, uncover assets, and discover associations. It can also
save you valuable time, minimizing costs associated with lengthy investigations.

Quickly uncover assets.

You’ll gain access to multiple uncovered assets, including property, motor vehicles, and FAA aircraft. Our database also

Preferred data provider to the investigative community nationwide.

ABOUT TRACERS
Tracers Information Specialists, Inc. is a premier solution provider that has supplied companies with

the data and intelligence needed to conduct business in the information age since 1996. With our robust

data, powerful search technology, and nimble, innovative processes, we deliver access to billions of public
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